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1 Overview 
This document regulates the navigation and positioning data output format for Global Navigation Satellite 

System (GNSS) receiver. It complies with BDS standard series released in November 2015. The 

regulations are applicable to TD1030 platform and products based on it.  

2 Data Format 

2.1 Character 

2.1.1 Overview 

The navigation and positioning data output by GNSS receiver should be interpreted in ASCII characters. 

The most significant bit in each byte is 0 (D7=0). 

2.1.2 Reserved Characters 

The reserved character sets consist of ASCII characters shown in Table 2-1. These characters are used to 

delimit sentences and fields but not used in data fields.  

Table 2-1 Character definition  

 Hexadecimal Decimal  

<CR> 0D 13 Carriage return: ending of a sentence, “\r” in C language 

<LF> 0A 10 Line feed, “\n” in C language 

$ 24 36 Start of a sentence 

* 2A 42 Checksum delimiter 

, 2C 44 Field delimiter 

! 21 33 Start of an encapsulated sentence 

\ 5C 92 Reserved 

^ 5E 94 Hexadecimal delimiter 

~ 7E 126 Reserved 

<del> 7F 127 Reserved 

 

2.1.3 Valid Characters 

Valid character set refers to all ASCII characters from HEX20 to HEX7F except reserved characters.  

2.1.4 Undefined Characters 

Undefined characters refer to ASCII characters in addition to reserved characters and valid characters. 

They are not allowed to use in data transmission.  
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If users have to transmit reserved or undefined characters in data, use three valid characters to state them: 

the first one is reserved character “^” (HEX5E), following two ASCII characters (0~9, A~F), indicating 

the hexadecimal value of undefined characters.  

2.2 Field 

2.2.1 Field Description 

Field refers to the series of valid characters between two neighbor delimiters. If the number of valid 

character is 0, this field is called blank field.  

2.2.2 Address Field 

Address field is the first field of each sentence and it follows the delimiter “$” or “!” to define the function 

of the sentence. The delimiter “$” marks sentences that comply with the normal parameters and delimiters 

composition rules. Delimiter “!” marks sentences that comply with the special compression and 

non-delimiter field composition rule. Characters in an address field must be digits and upper-case letters. 

An address field should not be blank. Only sentence with general address field, request address field, or 

specific address field can be transmitted on the interface.  

General address field consists of 5 characters (digits and upper-case letters)  

The first two letters are the talker ID (see Table 2-2), used to define the positioning mode of transmitted 

data. The sentences that transmit data of multiple positioning modes should provide talker ID. For 

example, when a GNSS receiver that supports GPS and BDS transmits positioning information, identifiers 

are varied with the positioning mode: GP for GPS information, BD for BDS information, and GN for 

GPS/BDS.  

The last three characters of a general address field are the identifier of the general sentence, used to define 

the format and type of other data in the sentence.  

Table 2-2 Memonic code of talker ID  

Fix Mode Talker ID 

BDS single mode BD 

Galileo single mode GA 

GPS single mode GP 

GLONASS single mode GL 

GNSS multi-mode GN 

 

2.2.3 Data Field 

The data field follows the delimiter “,” and consists of valid characters and code delimiter “^”. For data 

field format, see Table 2-3. Data field in a special sentence includes only valid characters and delimiter “,” 

and code delimiter “^”.  

Special data field can be located in one sentence only by checking the field delimiter “,” because there are 

variable length fields and blank fields. Count the delimiters instead of the total number of characters 

received to determine.  
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Data field can be letters, digits, or alpha numeric. Its length is variable, fixed, or fixed/variable (partially 

fixed or partially variable). The value of constant field is determined by specific sentences.  

Blank field refers to field with a length of 0 and it does not transfer any character. Use blank field when 

the data is not reliable or available.  

E.g. When navigation direction is not available, transmitting 000 will cause misunderstanding. Because 

users cannot identify whether 000 indicates no data or a reasonable direction 000. Blank field can indicate 

that no data is transmitted for this field.  

Blank field is displayed in two forms according to its location in the sentence: “,,” and “,*”.  

Do not consider NULL in ASCII format (HEX00) as blank field.  

All sentences should contain checksum field. Checksum field is the last field in a sentence and it follows 

the delimiter “*”.  

It is the 8-bit exclusive OR (excluding start and end bit) of all characters that are between “$”or “!” and “*” 

and include “,” and “^”. Checksum consists of 2 characters and is represented as a hex number. The 4 

highest-order bits and lowest-order bits of the hexadecimal checksum are converted into two ASCII 

characters (0~9, A~F).  

e.g. $GPGLL,5057.970,N,00146.110,E,142451,A*27<CR><LF>  

Characters “27” are two ASCII characters converted from the XOR checksum of 

GPGLL,5057.970,N,00146.110,E,142451,A.  

Table 2-3 Data field format  

Field Type Symbol Definition 

Sentence status 

identifier 
a 

All command sentences must contain this field. This field is used to 

identify whether the command sentence is to change settings or 

display status. This field should not be blank. “R” in this field 

indicates that the sentence displays the status of current settings, e.g. 

response sentence or sentence generated automatically. “C” in this 

field indicates that the sentence is a command to change settings. If 

the value of this field is not “C”, the sentence is not a command. If 

the command cannot be requested, the value of this field is always 

C. If the data field of a command sentence (this field is “C”) is 

blank, the settings will not be changed. If the sentence reports status 

(this field is “R”), data field will not be set when it is set to blank. 

Status A 

Single character field 

“A”=Yes, data valid, clear alarm symbol 

“V”=No, data invalid, set alarm symbol 

Latitude llll.ll 

Fixed/variable length field 

Degree minute.decimal——two fixed digits display degree, two 

fixed digits display minutes, and the decimal part of minute is 

variable. To keep fixed length, add 0 in front of the digits if 

degree/minute is a value of one digit. According to precision 

requirements, the dot and decimal part are optional. 

Longitude yyyyy.yy 

Fixed/variable length field 

Degree minute.decimal——three fixed digits display degree, two 

fixed digits display minute, and the decimal part of minute is 

variable. To keep fixed length, add 0 in front of the digits if 

degree/minute is a value of one digit. According to precision 

requirements, the dot and decimal part are optional. 
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Time hhmmss.ss 

Fixed/variable length field 

Hour minute second.decimal——two fixed digits display hour, two 

fixed digits display minutes, and two fixed digits display second, 

and the decimal part of second is variable. To keep fixed length, add 

0 in front of the digits if hour/minute/second is a value of one digit. 

According to precision requirements, the decimal point and digits 

after it are optional. 

Firm field — 

Some fields are used to regulate predefined constants. Use one or 

multiple valid characters to indicate some firm fields. The following 

characters are not listed in character table but used in the standard to 

indicate field types: “A”, “a”, “c”, “hh”, “hhmmss.ss”, “llll.ll”, “x”, 

“yyyyy.yy”. 

Changeable 

digits 
x.x 

Variable length or floating-point field. Optional 0 in front or behind. 

According to precision requirements, the decimal point and digits 

after it are optional. (e.g. 73.10, 73.1, and 073.1 are the same in 

value. 

Fixed length 

data field 
xx   Data field with a fixed length 

Fixed length 

hexadecimal 

field 

hh   A hexadecimal number with a fixed length, its MSB is on the left. 

Variable 

length 

hexadecimal 

data field 

h--h 
A hexadecimal number with a variable length, its MSB is on the 

left. 

Fixed letter 

field 
aa   Upper-case or lower-case letter field with a fixed length 

Variable 

length text 

field 

c--c Valid character field with a variable length 

Fixed length 

text field 
cc   Valid character field with a fixed length 

Note 1: underscore indicates spaces, which are used only in variable length text field. 

Note 2: if the value is negative, the field starts with “-”, 2D in hexadecimal format. Add 1 to the nominal 

value of the fixed length. If the value becomes positive, omit “-”. 

Note 3: the definition of a fixed length field provides the number of characters. E.g. A 5 hexadecimal 

characters field is expressed as hhhhh between delimiters in one sentence. 

 

2.3 Sentence 

A sentence contains at most 82 characters, including “$” or “!”, <CR><LF> and characters (79 at most) 

between them.  

Each sentence starts with delimiter “$” or “!” and ends with <CR><LF>. Each sentence contains at least 

one field. The first field is address field, containing talker ID and sentence type identifier. The sentence 

type identifier determines field number, data type, and transmitting sequence. The rest of the sentence 

contains 0 or multiple data fields.  

Field in a sentence is limited by the maximum length (82 characters) of one sentence. Blank field is 

allowed to indicate unreliable or unavailable data in sentences.  

A general sentence consists of the following elements: 
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 “$” or “!”—— HEX24 or HEX21, start sign 

 <address field> ——talker identifier and sentence identifier 

  [“,”<data field >] 

…… 

[“,”<Data field>] —— zero or multiple data field  

  “*”<checksum field> —— checksum field  

 <CR><LF> —— HEX 0D 0A, end sign  

To extend a sentence, add new data field after the last data field and before the checksum delimiter. The 

listener determines whether a sentence is terminated by identifying <CR><LF> and “*” instead of 

counting delimiters. Checksum is calculated based on all characters between $ (or !) and * no matter 

whether the listener can identify all fields.  

3 Input/Output Sentence 

3.1 Input Sentence 

3.1.1 CAS-Set the Baud Rate of the UART 

Table 3-1 CAS sentence format description 

Sentence Format $CCCAS,x,y*hh 

Sentence Function Set the baud rate of the UART. 

Field Symbol Field Description 

1 $CCCAS  

2 x 

x indicates UART ID 

1: UART0 

2: UART1 

3 y 

y indicates baud rate index 

0: 4800bps  

1: 9600 bps  

2: 19200 bps  

3: 38400 bps  

4: 57600 bps  

5: 115200bps 

6: 230400 bps 

4 hh Checksum 

Table 3-2 UART0_CAS Sentence Command  

UART Baud Rate Command 

UART0_4800bps $CCCAS,1,0*50 

UART0_9600bps $CCCAS,1,1*51 
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UART0_19200bps $CCCAS,1,2*52 

UART0_38400bps $CCCAS,1,3*53 

UART0_57600bps $CCCAS,1,4*54 

UART0_115200bps $CCCAS,1,5*55 

UART0_230400bps $CCCAS,1,6*56 

Table 3-3 UART1_CAS Sentence Command  

UART Baud Rate Command 

UART1_4800bps $CCCAS,2,0*53 

UART1_9600bps $CCCAS,2,1*52 

UART1_19200bps $CCCAS,2,2*51 

UART1_38400bps $CCCAS,2,3*50 

UART1_57600bps $CCCAS,2,4*57 

UART1_115200bps $CCCAS,2,5*56 

UART1_230400bps $CCCAS,2,6*55 

 

3.1.2 DFT—Restore to the Default Settings 

Table 3-4 DFT sentence format  

Sentence Format $CCDFT,a,*hh 

Sentence Function Restore to the default settings 

Field Symbol Field Description 

1 $CCDFT  

2 a 
a indicates settings to be restored 

0: restore all settings 

3 hh Checksum 

Table 3-5 DFT sentence command  

Reset Command 

Reset all settings $CCDFT,0,*66 
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3.1.3 INV—Fix Time Interval 

Table 3-6 INV sentence format 

Sentence Format $CCINV,x,*hh 

Sentence Function 
To set the interval between fix. This command cannot control the fixing result 

output frequency, which is controlled by CCMSG sentence. 

Field Symbol Field Description 

1 $CCINV  

2 x 

x indicates interval, unit is ms. 

100≤X≤60000 

It must be a multiple of 100.  

If x=100 ms, it means 10 Hz fix frequency. 

3 hh Checksum 

Table 3-7 INV sentence command  

Fix Interval Command 

100 ms $CCINV,100,*60 

500 ms $CCINV,500,*64 

1s $CCINV,1000,*50 

10s $CCINV,10000,*60 

60s $CCINV,60000,*67 

 

3.1.4 MSG—Sentence Output Control  

Table 3-8 MSG sentence format  

Sentence Format $CCMSG,xxx,y,z,*hh 

Sentence Function Sentence output control 

Field Symbol Field Description 

1 $CCMSG  

2 xxx 

Indicates output sentence type. The value can be: 

RMC, GGA, GSA, GSV, GLL, VTG, ZDA, DTM, GNS, GBS, 

GRS, GST, TXT 

3 y 

Indicates output port. The value can be: 

1: UART0 

2: UART1 

3: SPI 

4: I2C 

4 z 
Fix result output frequency. The value can be: 

0: Close output 
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1~N: multiple of fix frequency e.g. 2 indicates that the fix result 

is output once after fixing twice. 

5 hh Checksum 

Table 3-9 UART0_MSG sentence open commands 

Sentence Open Command 

Open RMC $CCMSG,RMC,1,1,*05 

Open GGA $CCMSG,GGA,1,1,*18 

Open GSA $CCMSG,GSA,1,1,*0C 

Open GSV $CCMSG,GSV,1,1,*1B 

Open GLL $CCMSG,GLL,1,1,*1E 

Open VTG $CCMSG,VTG,1,1,*1C 

Open ZDA $CCMSG,ZDA,1,1,*06 

Open DTM $CCMSG,DTM,1,1,*04 

Open GNS $CCMSG,GNS,1,1,*03 

Open GBS $CCMSG,GBS,1,1,*0F 

Open GRS $CCMSG,GRS,1,1,*1F 

Open GST $CCMSG,GST,1,1,*19 

Open TXT $CCMSG,TXT,1,1,*01 

Table 3-10 UART0_MS sentence close command  

Sentence Close Command 

Close RMC $CCMSG,RMC,1,0,*04 

Close GGA $CCMSG,GGA,1,0,*19 

Close GSA $CCMSG,GSA,1,0,*0D 

Close GSV $CCMSG,GSV,1,0,*1A 

Close GLL $CCMSG,GLL,1,0,*1F 

Close VTG $CCMSG,VTG,1,0,*1D 

Close ZDA $CCMSG,ZDA,1,0,*07 

Close DTM $CCMSG,DTM,1,0,*05 

Close GNS $CCMSG,GNS,1,0,*02 

Close GBS $CCMSG,GBS,1,0,*0E 

Close GRS $CCMSG,GRS,1,0,*1E 

Close GST $CCMSG,GST,1,0,*18 

Close TXT $CCMSG,TXT,1,0,*00 
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3.1.5 SIR—Set Working Mode and Start Control 

Table 3-11 SIR sentence format description  

Sentence Format $CCSIR,x,y*hh 

Sentence Function Set work mode and start control 

Field Symbol Field Description 

1 $CCSIR  

2 x 

x indicates working mode. The value can be 

1: BDS 

2: GPS 

3: BDS+GPS 

4: GLONASS 

5: BDS +GLONASS 

6: GPS +GLONASS 

3 y 

0: set to 0 if users cannot determine start mode (cold, hot, or 

warm). 

The software will determine start mode automatically based on 

working mode. Start mode: 

1: cold start 

2: warm start 

3: hot start 

4 hh Checksum 

Table 3-12 SIR—working mode and start command 

Work Mode Command 

GPS cold start $CCSIR,2,1*4B 

GPS warm start $CCSIR,2,2*48 

GPS hot start $CCSIR,2,3*49 

BDS cold start $CCSIR,1,1*48 

BDS warm start $CCSIR,1,2*4B 

BDS hot start $CCSIR,1,3*4A 

GLO cold start $CCSIR,4,1*4D 

GLO warm start $CCSIR,4,2*4E 

GLO hot start $CCSIR,4,3*4F 

BDS+GPS cold start $CCSIR,3,1*4A 

BDS+GPS warm start $CCSIR,3,2*49 

BDS+GPS hot start $CCSIR,3,3*48 

BDS+GLO cold start $CCSIR,5,1*4C 

BDS+GLO warm start $CCSIR,5,2*4F 
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BDS+GLO hot start $CCSIR,5,3*4E 

GPS+GLO cold start $CCSIR,6,1*4F 

GPS+GLO warm start $CCSIR,6,2*4C 

GPS+GLO hot start $CCSIR,6,3*4D 

 

3.2 Output Sentence 

3.2.1 DTM—Reference Coordinates 

This sentence provides local datum and offset. This sentence defines datum used for fix location and 

geographic location in the following sentences. It also defines reference datum and provides longitude, 

latitude, and height offset.  

Sentence Format $--DTM,ccc,a,x.x,a,x.x,a,x.x,ccc*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 

Local datum code: 

 W84 – WGS84 

 W72 – WGS72 

 S85 – SGS85 

 P90 – PZ90.02 

 C00– CGCS2000 

 999 – User defined 

 IHO datum code 

If the code is not one of the listed earth-centered (WGS84) datum or 999 that marks 

custom datum, use IHO datum code in International Hydrographic Organization 

Publication S-60 Appendices B and C. If the datum is unknown, this field is three 

blanks. 

Serious fix fault might happen when using table data converted from diagram based 

on IHO S60 parameters. 

2 

Local datum sub code 

Local datum sub code or reference symbol of custom datum. Otherwise, the field is 

blank. For sub code, see IHO Publication S-60 Appendices Band C. 

3 

Latitude offset in minutes 

Longitude offset and latitude offset are positive while altitude offset might be 

negative. Offset varies with location. Place of local datum is the offset place of 

reference datum: Plocal datum = Pref datum + offset.  

4 Latitude offset mark (N: +, S: -) 

5 

Longitude offset in minutes (x.x)  

Longitude offset and latitude offset are positive while altitude offset might be 

negative. Offset varies with location. Place of local datum is the offset place of 

reference datum: Plocal datum = Pref datum + offset.  

6 Longitude offset mark (E: +, W: -) 

7 

Altitude offset in meters 

Longitude offset and latitude offset are positive while altitude offset might be 

negative. Offset varies with location. Place of local datum is the offset place of 
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reference datum: Plocal datum = Pref datum + offset. 

8 

Datum (ccc): 

 W84 – WGS84 

 W72 – WGS72 

 S85 – SGS85 

 P90 – PZ90.02 

 C00– CGCS2000 

9 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

If users use a reference coordinate system recommended by IMO, DTM sentence should be transmitted in 

real time before each fix sentence, such as GLL, BWC, WPL, and DHV. For all reference coordinate 

systems, DTM sentence should be sent in a period of no longer than 30 seconds before system changing.  

3.2.2 GBS—GNSS Satellite Fault Detection 

This sentence is used to support receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM). When tracking 

enough satellites, GNSS receiver is able to monitor the fix quality integrity and reports RAIM information 

through this sentence. The RAIM function of the GNSS receiver can help insulate faulty satellite that is 

not used in fix and speed calculation and keep tracking the satellite till it restores to tolerable range. To 

implement integrity monitoring, the GNSS receiver should track at least 6 satellites.  

If only one of the GNSS systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BDS) is used to obtain location report, that 

is, the talker ID is GP, GL, GA, or BD, the error is caused by the system. If multiple systems are used, that 

is, the talker ID is GN, the error is related to the composition solution.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--GBS,hhmmss.ss,x.x,x.x,x.x,xx,x.x,x.x,x.x,h,h*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 UTC of position fix (hhmmss.ss) 

2 Expected latitude error, in meters, due to bias, with noise = 0 

3 Expected longitude error, in meters, due to bias, with noise = 0 

4 Expected altitude error, in meters, due to bias, with noise = 0 

5 

ID number of most likely failed satellite 

To avoid duplication of satellite ID when multiple systems are used, follow the rules below. 

For details, see Table A-1.  

 GPS satellites are indexed in PRN number, ranging from 1 to 32. GPS SBAS satellites 

are indexed from 33 to 64 while the PRN in SBAS system ranges from 120 to 158. The 

offset of NMEA SNAS satellite ID to SBAS PRN is 87, so the SBAS satellite with a 

PRN of 120 is indexed as 33 (120-87).  

 GLONASS satellites are indexed as 65 to 96. Currently, there are 24 GLONASS 

satellites in orbit. Valid ID ranges from 65 to 88. If more GLONASS satellites are 

launched, 89 to 96 will be put into use. To adapt to future navigation systems, add 

GNSS system ID field to determine used satellites together with satellite ID. For 

detailed description of system ID and satellite ID, see Table A-1 in Appendix A . 

Currently, GPS and GLONASS numbering is still in use. GNSS system ID is required to 

indicate corresponding systems. 

 When the talker ID is GN. Only GNSS system ID can be used to define SVID. If GNSS 

system identifier is 3 or greater, SVID indicates satellite ID, as shown in Table A-1 in 

Appendix A . GNSS system ID should not be blank.  
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6 Probability of missed detection of most likely failed satellite 

7 Estimate of bias, in meters, on the most likely failed satellite 

8 Standard deviation of bias estimate 

9 
GNSS system indication, as shown in Appendix A. 

Ensure that all systems marked legal in Table A-1 should be available. 

10 GNSS signal indication, see Appendix A 

11 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

3.2.3 GGA—GPS/GLONASS/Galileo/BDS Fix Data  

This sentence contains time, position and fix related data using one navigation system 

(GPS/GLONASS/Galileo/BDS).  

If only one of the GNSS systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BDS) is used to obtain location resolution 

report, talker ID is GP, GL, GA, or BD. When multiple systems are used, the talker ID is GN.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--GGA,hhmmss.ss,llll.ll,a,yyyyy.yy,a,x,xx,x.x,x.x,M,x.x,M,x.x,xxxx*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 UTC of position fix(Note 1) 

2 Latitude(Note 1) 

3 

Direction of latitude: 

N: North 

S: South 

4 Longitude(Note 1) 

5 

Direction of longitude: 

E: East 

W: West 

6 

Quality indicator of the fix mode 

GPS mode:  

0—Fix unavailable or invalid 

1—GPS SPS mode, fix valid 

2—Differential GPS SPS mode, fix valid 

3—GPS PPS mode, fix valid 

4—Fixed Real Time Kinematic 

5—Float RTK 

6— estimated (dead reckoning) 

7—Manual input mode 

8—Simulation mode 

 

GLONASS mode: 

0—Fix unavailable or invalid 

1—GLONASSSPS mode, fix valid 
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2—Differential GLONASS SPS mode, fix valid 

3—GLONASS PPS mode, fix valid 

4—Fixed Real Time Kinematic 

5—Float RTK  

6—Estimated (dead reckoning)  

7—Manual input mode 

8—Simulation mode  

 

Galileo mode: 

0—Fix unavailable or invalid 

1—Galileo OS mode, fix valid 

2—Differential Galileo mode, fix valid 

3—Galileo PRS mode, fix valid 

4—Fixed Real Time Kinematic  

5—Float RTK  

6— estimated (dead reckoning) 

7—Manual input mode  

8—Simulation mode 

9—Galileo SoL mode, fix valid 

a—Galileo CS mode, fix valid  

 

BDS mode 

0—Fix unavailable or invalid 

1—BDS open service (OS) mode, fix valid 

2—Differential BDS mode, fix valid 

3—BDS authentication mode, fix valid  

4—Fixed Real Time Kinematic 

5—Float RTK 

6— estimated (dead reckoning) 

7—Manual input mode 

8—Simulation mode 

The system mode field (GPS/GLONASS/Galileo/BDS) should not be blank. 

7 Number of SVs in use 

8 HDOP 

9 Orthometric height (MSL reference) (Note 1) 

10 M: unit of measure for orthometric height is meters 

11 Geoid separation 

12 M: geoid separation measured in meters 

13 

Age of differential GNSS data record 

 Type 1 or Type 9 for GPS. Null field when DGPS is not used. 

 Type 31 or Type 34 for GLONASS. Null field when DGLONASS is not used. 

 This field is blank for Galileo or BDS and reserved for future use because related Galileo 

and BDS standards have not been set up yet. 

14 Reference station ID, range 0000-1023. A null field when any reference station ID is selected and 
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no corrections are received. 

15 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

Note1: 

If the total number of characters in GGA sentence exceeds 82 because of too many decimal digits in UTC 

field, latitude field, longitude field, and altitude field, multiple GGA sentences with same time stamp can 

be sent. Each sentence cannot convey more than 82 characters, so the sentences contain partial 

information, that is, some fields contains data, other fields are blank. Complete information is obtained 

from the composition of multiple sentences.  

e.g 1. GGA sentence: 

$BDGGA,132345.00,4000.0893,N,11619.8143,E,1,08,1.3,82.52,M,-23.2,M,,0001*51<CR><LF>  

e.g.2: GGA sentence: 

$GPGGA,024438.00,3903.3582,N,11621.3978,E,01,07,10.3,11000.05,M,-15.40,M,1.1, 1023* 

63<CR><LF>  

The total number of characters in this GGA sentence exceeds 82, so the sentence cannot be sent. Use the 

following two GGA sentences:  

Each of the following sentence contains less than 82 characters: 

$GPGGA,024438.00,3903.3582,N,11621.3978,E,01,07,,,,,,,*49<CR><LF> 

$GPGGA,024438.00,,,,,01,07,10.3,11000.05,M,-15.40,M,1.1,1023*5D<CR><LF>  

3.2.4 GLL—Geographic Position—Latitude/Longitude 

This sentence indicates latitude, longitude, fix time and status.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--GLL,llll.ll,a,yyyyy.yy,a,hhmmss.ss,A,a*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 Latitude in llll.ll format 

2 Direction of latitude N: North S: South 

3 Longitude in yyyyy.yy format 

4 Direction of longitude E: East W: West 

5 UTC of position fix in hhmmss.ss format 

6 

Status indication 

A: Active. Data valid 

V: Void. Data invalid  

In addition to autonomous and differential mode, the status field should be set to void (V) 

for all other mode indicators Mode indicator and status fields should not be blank. 

7 

Mode indicator 

Mode indicator is a supplement to system status. Mode indicator and status fields should 

not be blank. 

Position fixing system mode:  

A—Autonomous (non-differential) mode 

D—Differential mode 

E—Estimated (dead reckoning) mode 
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M—Manual input mode 

S—Simulator mode 

N—Constellation not in use, or no valid fix 

8 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

3.2.5 GNS—GNSS Fix Data 

GNSS receivers will always output this message with the GN talker ID.  

GNSS receivers will also output this message with the GP, GL. GA, or BD talker ID when using more 

than one constellation for the position fix.  

In some circumstance, some fields might be blank.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--GNS,hhmmss.ss,llll.ll,a,yyyyy.yy,a,c- -c,xx,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

0 

Message ID $--GNS 

Talker ID can be: 

GP: To provide information specific to the GPS constellation when more than one 

constellation is used for the differential position fix 

GL: To provide information specific to the GLONASS constellation when more than one 

constellation is used for the differential position fix 

GA: To provide information specific to the Galileo constellation when more than one 

constellation is used for the differential position fix 

BD: To provide information specific to the BeiDou constellation when more than one 

constellation is used for the differential position fix 

GN: GNSS position fix from more than one constellation (e.g. GPS + GLONASS) 

1 UTC of position fix(Note1) 

2 Latitude(Note1) 

3 

Direction of latitude: 

N: North 

S: South 

4 Longitude(Note1) 

5 

Direction of longitude: 

E: East 

W: West 

6 

Mode indicator: 

 Variable character field with one character for each supported constellation. 

 First character is for GPS 

 Second character is for GLONASS 

 The third one is for GAILEO 

 The forth one is for BDS.  

 Subsequent characters will be added for new constellation 

Each character will be one of the following: 

N = No fix. Satellite system not used in position fix, or fix is not valid 
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A = Autonomous. Satellite system used in non-differential mode in position fix 

D = Differential. Satellite system used in differential mode in position fix 

P = Precise. Satellite system used in precision mode. Precision mode is defined as: no 

deliberate degradation (such as Selective Availability) and higher resolution code (P-code) 

is used to compute position fix 

R = Real Time Kinematic. Satellite system used in RTK mode with fixed integers 

F = Float RTK. Satellite system used in real time kinematic mode with floating integers 

E = Estimated (dead reckoning) Mode 

M = Manual Input Mode 

The mode indicator field should not be blank. 

7 Number of SVs in use, range 00–99 

8 
HDOP calculated using all the satellites (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BDS, and any future 

satellites) used in computing the solution reported in each GNS sentence. 

9 Orthometric height in meters (MSL reference) 

10 

Geoidal separation in meters - the difference between the earth ellipsoid surface and 

mean-sea-level (geoid) surface defined by the reference datum used in the position solution 

“-” = mean-sea-level surface below ellipsoid. 

11, 12 

Age of differential data and reference station ID 

 Null if talker ID is GN with one differential mode. These two fields should be 

provided in following GNS sentences with talker ID GP, GL, GA, or BD. The latitude 

(N/S), longitude (E/W), altitude, geoidal separation in meters, mode indication, and 

HDOP fields should be set to blank in those sentences. This helps the listener identify 

that this field is to support the previous $GNGNS sentence with a same time stamp. In 

those sentences, satellite number field is used to indicate total number of satellite in 

use.  

e.g. 1: A GNSS receiver using only DGPS value sends the following sentence: 

$GNGNS,122310.2,3722.425671,N,12258.856215,W,DAAA,14,0.9,1005.543,6.5,5.2

,23 

*59<CR><LF>  

e.g. 2: A GNSS receiver using DGPS data and differential GLONASS data sends the 

following three GNS sentences: 

$GNGNS,122310.2,3722.425671,N,12258.856215,W,DDAA,14,0.9,1005.543,6.5,,*7

4<CR><LF> 

$GPGNS,122310.2,, , , , ,7,, , ,5.2,23*4D<CR><LF>  

$GLGNS,122310.2,,,,,,7,,,,3.0,23*55<CR><LF>  

For different satellite systems, the reference station ID can be same or different. 

 Age of differential GPS data is the average data age of latest differential correction 

currently used. When only correction data of type 1 in RTCM SC-104 format is used, 

the age of data is the latest age of data in Type 1. When only correction data of Type 9 

in RTCM SC-104 format is used or used together with Type 1, the age of data is the 

average data age of latest correction data from all satellites. This field is blank when 

DGPS is not used.  

 Age of differential GLONASS data is the average data age of latest differential 

correction currently used. When only correction data of Type 31 in RTCM SC-104 

format is used, the age of data is the latest age of data in Type 31. When only 

correction data of Type 34 in RTCM SC-104 format is used or used together with 

Type 31, the age of data is the average data age of latest correction data from all 

satellites. This field is blank when the receiver does not use DGLONASS. 

 The standard has been set up to define the age of differential data and reference 

station ID for Galileo and BDS. These two fields are bland for the two satellite 

systems. 
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13 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

Note1: 

If the total number of characters in GNS sentence exceeds 82 because of too many decimal digits in UTC 

field, latitude field, longitude field, and orthometric height field, multiple GNS sentences with same time 

stamp can be sent. Each sentence cannot convey more than 82 characters, so the sentences contain partial 

information, that is, some fields contains data, other fields are blank. Complete information is obtained 

from the composition of multiple sentences.  

e.g.1 GNS sentence:  

$GNGNS,122310.22,3722.425671,N,12258.856215,W,DAAA,14,0.9,1005.543247,6.5,5.2,1 

023*5B<CR><LF>  

The above sentence contains less than 82 characters.  

$GNGNS,122310.22,3722.425671,N,12258.856215,W,DAAA,14, ,, , , *51<CR><LF> 

$GNGNS,122310.22, , ,, ,DAAA,14,0.9,1005.543247,6.5,5.2,1023*74<CR><LF>  

3.2.6 GRS—GNSS Range Residuals  

This sentence is used to support receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM). The following figure 

describes this sentence. If only one of the GNSS systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BDS) is used to 

obtain location report, the residuals are caused by the system. If multiple satellite systems are used to 

calculate position, the receiver generates multiple GRS sentences respectively for each system. Each 

sentence contains talker ID GN to indicate the satellites used in combined solution. The residuals for 

combined solution are different from that for single solutions. 

Sentence 
Format 

$--GRS,hhmmss.ss,x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,h,h*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 UTC of GGA or GNS position fix 

2 

Residuals 

0: Residuals used to calculate position given in the matching GGA or GNS line 

1: Residuals recomputed after the GGA or GNS position was computed 

Two methods are available to calculate range residuals.  

Most navigation filters generate a group of residuals during the location solution of each epoch, 

and these residuals are used to update the position status of the receiver. These residuals can be 

reported through GRS sentences.  

Range residuals can also be calculated based on updated receiver location, which can be 

reflected in GGA or GNS sentences. To ensure the integrity of range residuals in these two 

methods, sent GA sentence or GNS sentence, GSA sentence, and GSV sentence together. 

3–14 

Range residuals for satellites used in the navigation solution, in meters 

 If the range residuals are greater than ±99.9 m, omit the decimal part to get an integer (e.g. 

-103.7 to -103). The maximum value in this field is ±999.  

 The symbol of range residual is determined by the sequence of parameters used in the 

calculation. General sequence: range residuals = calculated range - measured range.  

 When multiple GRS sentences are sent, their sequence matches corresponding GSA 

sentences. The listener should keep tracking GSA and GRS sentences and discards the 

data if the sentences are not complete. 
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15 GNSS system ID indicates the signal used to test ranges. Refer to Appendix A. 

16 Signal ID. Refer to Appendix A. 

17 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

3.2.7 GSA—GNSS DOP and Active Satellites 

This sentence contains the mode of operation, type of fix, PRNs of the satellites used in the solution as 

well as PDOP, HDOP and VDOP. If only one of the GNSS systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BDS) is 

used to obtain location report, DOP is determined by the system. If multiple satellite systems are used to 

calculate position, the receiver generates multiple GSA sentences respectively for each system. Each 

sentence contains talker ID GN to indicate the satellites used in combined solution. Each sentence 

contains PDOP, HDOP, and VDOP for combined solution.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--GSA,a,x,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,x.x,x.x,x.x,h*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 Mode 1, M = manual, A = automatic 

2 Mode 2, Fix type, 1 = not available, 2 = 2D, 3 = 3D 

3 

Number of SV in use, 01 through 32 for GPS, 33 through 64 for SBAS, 64+ for GLONASS 

To avoid duplication of satellite ID when multiple systems are used, follow the rules below. 

For details, see Appendix A Table A-1.  

 It ranges from 1 to 32 for GPS, from 33 to 64 for GPS SBAS while the PRN in SBAS 

system ranges from 120 to 158. The offset of NMEA SNAS satellite ID to SBAS PRN is 

87, so the SBAS satellite with a PRN of 120 is indexed as 33 (=120-87).  

 GLONASS satellites are indexed as 65 to 96. Currently, there are 24 GLONASS 

satellites in orbit. Valid ID ranges from 65 to 88. If more GLONASS satellites are 

launched, 89 to 96 will be put into use.  

 To adapt to future navigation systems, add GNSS system ID field to determine used 

satellites together with satellite ID. For detailed description of system ID and satellite 

ID, see Table A-1in Appendix A. Currently, GPS and GLONASS numbering is still in 

use. GNSS system ID is required to indicate corresponding systems.  

 When the talker ID is GN, only GNSS system ID can be used to define SVID. If GNSS 

system identifier is 3 or greater, SVID indicates satellite ID, as shown in Table A-1 in 

Appendix A. GNSS system ID should not be blank. 

4 PDOP: 0.5 through 99.9 

5 HDOP: 0.5 through 99.9 

6 VDOP: 0.5 through 99.9 

7 GNSS system indication, as shown in Appendix A . 

8 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

3.2.8 GST—GNSS Pseudorange Noise Statistics 

This sentence is used to support receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM). To measure the 

quality of position solution, convert pseudorange noise statistics into position error statistics.  
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If only one of the GNSS systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BDS) is used to obtain location report, the 

error is caused by the system. If multiple constellations are used to resolve position, the talker ID is GN 

and the error is related to the combine solution.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--GST,hhmmss.ss,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 UTC of GGA or GNS position fix 

2 
RMS value of the pseudorange residuals; includes carrier phase residuals during periods of 

RTK (float) and RTK (fixed) processing 

3 Error ellipse semi-major axis 1 sigma error, in meters 

4 Error ellipse semi-minor axis 1 sigma error, in meters 

5 Error ellipse orientation, degrees from true north 

6 Latitude 1 sigma error, in meters 

7 Longitude 1 sigma error, in meters 

8 Height 1 sigma error, in meters 

9 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

3.2.9 GSV— GNSS Satellite in View 

This sentence contains the PRNs, azimuth, elevation, and signal strength of all satellites in view. One 

GSV sentence only can provide data for up to 4 satellites. 

If satellites of different systems are in view, send GSV sentences respectively with a talker ID of the 

corresponding system. GN cannot be used in this sentence. 

Sentence 
Format 

$--GSV,x,x,xx,xx,xx,xxx,xx…………xx,xx,xxx,xx,h*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 Total number of messages of this type in this cycle, ranging from 1 to 99(Note1) 

2 Message number, ranging from 1 to 9(Note1) 

3 Total number of SVs visible 

4 

SV PRN number 

Satellite ID. To avoid duplication of satellite ID when multiple systems are used, follow the rules 

below. For details, see Table A-1 in Appendix A . 

 GPS satellites are indexed in PRN number, ranging from 1 to 32. GPS SBAS satellites 

are indexed from 33 to 64 while the PRN in SBAS system ranges from 120 to 158. The 

offset of NMEA SNAS satellite ID to SBAS PRN is 87, so the SBAS satellite with a 

PRN of 120 is indexed as 33 (120-87). 

 GLONASS satellites are indexed as 65 to 96. Currently, there are 24 GLONASS 

satellites in orbit. Valid ID ranges from 65 to 88. If more GLONASS satellites are 

launched, 89 to 96 will be put into use. 

 To adapt to future navigation systems, add GNSS system ID field to determine used 

satellites together with satellite ID. For detailed description of system ID and satellite 

ID, see A Table A-1. Currently, GPS and GLONASS numbering is still in use. GNSS 

system ID is required to indicate corresponding systems. 
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 When the talker ID is GN. Only GNSS system ID can be used to define SVID. If GNSS 

system identifier is 3 or greater, SVID indicates satellite ID, as shown in Table A-1 in 

Appendix A. 

5 Elevation, in degrees, 90° maximum 

6 Azimuth, degrees from True North, 000° through 359° 

7 C/N0, 00 through 99 dB (null when not tracking) 

8–11 Information about second SV, same format as fields 4 through 7(Note2) 

12–15 Information about third SV, same format as fields 4 through 7(Note2) 

16–19 Information about fourth SV, same format as fields 4 through 7(Note2) 

20 GNSS signal ID, see Appendix A . This field should not be blank. 

21 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

Note1: 

To transmit a complete message, satellite information can be sent in multiple sentences, which contains 

the same field format. First field: Number of sentences for full data, minimum value 1. Second field: 

Sentence number within current group, minimum value 1. To enhance the efficiency, use blank fields in 

the following sentences if the data of the fields is the same.  

Note2: 

In each GSV sentence, the parameter combination of “satellite ID, elevation, azimuth, SNR” is variable 

and allowed to appear 4 times at most. If less than 4 satellites are contained in the sentence, do not have to 

use blank fields for fields not in use.  

3.2.10 RMC—Recommended Minimum Specific GNSS Data 

The time, date, position, and velocity in this sentence are provided by GNSS receiver. The transmit 

interval of this sentence is shorter than 2 seconds and it is transmitted with RMB sentences when a 

destination waypoint is active. RMC and RMB are the recommended minimum fix information provided 

by GNSS receiver. All fields should be provided. Use blank fields unless the data is not available.  

Sentence 
Format 

$--RMC,hhmmss.ss,A,llll.ll,a,yyyyy.yy,a,x.x,x.x,xxxxxx,x.x,a,a,a*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 UTC of position fix 

2 Status A=active or V=void(Note1) 

3 Latitude 

4 

Direction of latitude: 

N: North 

S: South 

5 Longitude 

6 

Direction of longitude: 

E: East 

W: West 
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7 Speed over the ground in knots 

8 Track angle in degrees (True) 

9 Date: ddmmyy 

10 Magnetic variation in degrees 

11 

Direction of magnetic variation: 

E: East 

W: West 

12 

Mode indicator 

A—Autonomous (non-differential) mode 

D—Differential mode 

E—Estimated (dead reckoning) mode 

M—Manual input mode  

S—Simulator mode  

N—Constellation not in use, or no valid fix  

13 

Fix status indicator 

Fix status indicator complies with IEC61108 Maritime navigation and radio communication 

equipment and systems-Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) and cannot be left blank. 

S: Safe. The estimated fix precision at a confidence level of 95% is within the accuracy level 

that user selected and the actual navigation mode corresponds to, and integrity is available and 

can meet the requirements of the actual navigation mode. The calculation time for valid 

position is shorter than 1 second for traditional airplane, and shorter than 0.5 second for 

high-speed airplane. 

C: Caution. Integrity is not available. 

U: Unsafe: The estimated fix precision at a confidence level of 95% is lower than the accuracy 

level that user selected and the actual navigation mode corresponds to, or integrity is available 

but does not meet the requirements of the actual navigation mode. The new valid position 

cannot be calculated within certain time. (1 second for traditional airplane, and 0.5 second for 

high-speed airplane.) 

V: navigation status invalid. The device cannot provide integrity indication. 

14 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

Note 1: In addition to autonomous and differential modes, the status field should be set to void (V) for all other modes. 

Mode indicator and status fields should not be blank.  

3.2.11 TXT—Text Transmit 

Table 3-13 Text sentence format (using to output antenna status check result)  
 

Sentence Format $--TXT,xx,xx,xx,c- -c*hh 

Sentence Function Sentence output control 

Field Symbol Field Description 

1 $--TXT  

2 xx 
Total number of sentences 

For antenna status check result, the value of this field is “01”. 

3 xx Sentence number 
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For antenna status check result, the value of this field is “01”. 

4 xx 
Text ID 

For antenna status check result, the value of this field is “01”. 

5 c- -c 

Indicate antenna working status: 

ANTENNA OPEN 

ANTENNA SHORT 

ANTENNA OK 

ANTENNA UNKNOWN 

6 hh Checksum 

 

3.2.12 VTG—Course over Ground and Ground Speed 

This sentence contains actual track made good and speed over ground. 

Sentence Format $--VTG,x.x,T,x.x,M,x.x,N,x.x,K,a*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 Track made good (degrees true) 

2 T: track made good is relative to true north 

3 Track made good (degrees magnetic) 

4 M: track made good is relative to magnetic north 

5 Speed, in knots 

6 N: speed is measured in knots 

7 Speed over ground in kilometers/hour (kph) 

8 K: speed over ground is measured in kph 

9 

Mode indicator: 

A—Autonomous (non-differential) mode 

D—Differential mode 

E—Estimated (dead reckoning) mode 

M—Manual input mode 

S—Simulator mode  

N—Constellation not in use, or no valid fix  

This field should not be blank 

10 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

3.2.13 ZDA—Time & Date 

UTC, day, month, year and local time zone. 

Sentence Format $--ZDA,hhmmss.ss,xx,xx,xxxx,xx,xx*hh<CR><LF> 

Field Field Description 

1 UTC 
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2 Day, ranging between 01 and 31 

3 Month, ranging between 01 and 12 

4 Year 

5 Local time zone offset from GMT, ranging from 00 through ±13 hours(Note1) 

6 Local time zone offset from GMT, ranging from 00 through 59 minutes(Note1) 

7 The checksum data, always begins with * 

 

Note1: UTC = Local time zone (hour+minute+time zone symbol) + local time  

Except areas near the International Date Line, negative values indicate east. 

e.g. On the Chatham Island (News Land), local time 1230 noon on June 10th. 

$GPZDA,234500,09,06,1995,-12,45*6C<CR><LR>  

On the Cook archipelago, the local time 1500 on June 10th, 1995: 

$GPZDA,013000,11,06,1995,10,30*4A<CR><LR>  
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A Appendix 
For details about GNSS ID, see Table A-1.  

Table A-1 GNSS ID 

Constellation ID Satellite ID Signal ID Signal Channel 

GPS 1(GP) 

1-99 

1-32: GPS 

33-64: SBAS 

65-99: Not defined 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9-F 

All signals 

L1 C/A 

L1 P(Y) 

L1 M 

L2 P(Y) 

L2C-M 

L2C-L 

L5-I 

L5-Q 

Reserved 

GLONASS 2(GL) 

1-99 

33-64: SBAS 

65-99: GLONASS 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5-F 

All signals 

G1 C/A 

G1 P 

G2 C/A 

GLONASS(M) G2 

P 

Reserved 

Galileo 3(GA) 

1-36: Reserved for Galileo 

satellites 

37-64: Reserved for Galileo 

SBAS 

65-99: Not defined 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8-F 

All signals 

E5a 

E5b 

E5a+b 

E6-A 

E6-BC 

L1-A 

L1-BC 

Reserved 

BDS 4(BD) 
BDS satellite 

38-99: not defined 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7-F 

All signals 

B1I 

B1Q 

B2I 

B2Q 

B3I 

B3Q 

Reserved 

Reserved 5-F - - - 
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B Reference Documents 
 

Item Reference Documents 

1 

Standard Number: BD410004-2015 

Navigation and Positioning Data Input/Output Format for BDS Global Navigation Satellite 

System (GNSS) 
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C Abbreviations 
 

BDS Beidou Satellite System 

DFT Default 

DTM Datum Reference 

GBS GPS Satellite Fault Detection 

GGA 
Global Positioning System Fix Data. Time, Position and fix related data for a 

GPS receiver 

GLL Geographic Position – Latitude/Longitude 

GLONASS Global Navigation Satellite System 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GRS GPS Range Residuals 

GSA GPS DOP and active satellites 

GST GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics 

GSV GPS Satellites in view 

INV Interval 

MSG Message 

RMC Recommended Minimum Navigation Information 

TXT Text 

VTG Track Made Good and Ground Speed 

ZDA 
Time & Date – UTC, Day, Month, Year and Local Time Zone  

Zone Date Almanac 
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